
ABOUT SPORT SURFACE SPECIALTIES AND DURA TURF SURFACING 

Compliant 
Surfacing Systems
PIP Rubber | Bonded Rubber | 
Synthetic Grass | Interlocking 
Rubber Tiles

Sport Surface Specialties is a premier safety 
surfacing solution provider focused on meeting 
your specific design and safety compliance 
needs. Working together with our clients, 
we can assure that all critical components 
of our installations will meet your site needs.

Sport Surface Specialties works with material
experts to provide the best peforming
surface systems. We consider color, durability,
and structure so that your recreational surface
will last through all climate conditions. 

We provide a full selection of safety surfacing, 
quality installations, and maintenance 
options.   

Playground Surfacing 
isn't something we do... 
It's all we do.

PO Box 577, East Aurora, NY 14052

716-652-2039
www.sportsurface.net
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Dura Turf Poured-in-Place Safety Surfacing is a 
unitary surface for functional, accessible, and 
aesthetically pleasing spaces. This two-layer system 
consists of a base, rubber layer for impact 
attenuation and a top layer or wear course 
consisting of premium TPV Rubber granules.  
Poured-in-Place surfacing is applied in various 
thicknesses determined by fall height requirements. 
It is an ideal non-slip surface for playgrounds, parks, 
and walking paths.

Specifications:

Two-layer system to meet critical fall height standards

Attenuating layer is made of clean, non-tire derived, recycled rubber 
chunk mix and installed per your equipment’s requirements

Wear course is comprised of 1-4mm TPV rubber granules and urethane 
bonding agent installed at .5” depth

System to be installed over asphalt, concrete, or compacted aggregate

Available in a variety of colors and combinations to meet your budget and 
creative needs

Sport Surface Specialties offers repair and maintenance services for existing pads 
in addition to new installations

POURED-IN-PLACE RUBBER SURFACING
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Dura Turf Tiles provide an accessible, unitary surface for playground equipment 
and other recreational spaces. Our tiles have a built-in interlocking alignment 
foot creating ease of installation. Our specialized locking mechanism on all four 
sides of the tile provides stability along the entire perimeter preventing movement 
of the surfaces. The unique bottom design provides structural integrity, a strong, 
stable footprint, excellent shock absorption, and proper load dispersion.

Tiles are offered in an array of different surface colors in your choice of EPDM
or Buffing Top options 

Specifications:

INTERLOCKING TILES

Available in 1.5" - 4.25" thickness – based on fall height requirements

Ramps and other accessories available to meet accessibility requirements

System to be installed over concrete or asphalt 
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Dura Turf Synthetic Grass is manufactured and installed to provide an 
attenuating, durable, natural-looking surface for playgrounds, recrea-
tional areas, or leisure spaces. Our product is designed to bring the look 
of nature to your play environment, while providing impact attenuation. 
Dura Turf offers multiple turf options in variable weights and heights, 
each designed for various purposes and functionality. Featuring a 
SILVERBACK lining for optimal blade resilience, Dura Turf Synthetic Grass 
is built for play and endurance.  Properly installed turf offers efficient 
drainage, impact absorption, durability, and accessibility to promote 
play for all.

SYNTHETIC GRASS

Systems include turf with SILVERBACKTM lining installed over 
an attenuating layer specified to meet your space’s critical fall height

Custom design and logo inclusion available 

Systems approved for fall heights up to 9 feet

Installation with proper infill is required to uphold warranty – EnviroFill® 

with Microban® protection is recommended

Available in multiple styles and weights pending intended use including 
playground specific turf and Pup Turf for dog parks

System to be installed over asphalt, concrete, or compacted stone aggregate

Specifications:
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BONDED RUBBER SURFACES

Bonded Rubber Mulch Surfacing is a one-step pour that provides a 
natural looking and safe option for any playground or park setting.  
This single layer system can be poured in various thicknesses based 
on the fall height requirement.  Bonded rubber is shock absorbing 
and in accordance with the standards outlined in ASTM F-1292 and 
ASTM F-1951. Dura Turf Bonded Rubber Mulch provides an 
anti-fatigue surface that is perfect for playgrounds, nature trails, 
and landscapes. 

Specifications:

Single layer system that can be poured to meet equipment’s 
specific fall height requirement

Consists of recycled, colored, and shredded rubber mixed with
a basic, single component urethane

System to be installed over asphalt, concrete or compacted stone
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